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catastronauts is a fast-paced 1-4 multiplayer action game in which players become a crew of intergalactic spacefarers who must work together to destroy an attacking enemy fleet, whilst frantically struggling to keep their own ship intact. co-ordination, co-operation and decisiveness are essential to victory, as multiple tasks need to be

taken care of across the vessel. whilst catastronauts may have a fairly simple visual style, it involves a huge amount of content for a game of this size, with a player-made galaxy comprising over 200 planets, moons and asteroids to explore. each player has a ship, over 200 weapons to use against the enemies, a large variety of shields,
health, speed and shields, and a crew of up to four players to control. in addition to the planets, moons and asteroids, each player can perform a range of actions within the game. by pressing buttons or rotating the main thumbstick, players move their ship in space, launch weapons, lock on to enemies, change shields, upgrade

weapons, assign crew to different tasks and more. catastronauts is a highly customisable multiplayer game, with many players choosing to modify it extensively with third-party mods. these mods make the game look better, add new features, alter gameplay mechanics and provide new content. most importantly, they allow players to
customise their experience and make the game fun for themselves. by modding, players can create a game that's more fun, challenging and rewarding. we know that we are a one-stop shop for mod developers, and we'd like to work with all of you to create the best possible game.
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fire your crowbar, now that we have a "complete guide" for the gracovillas! very
soon it will be time to build a tall robot and a large war machine to defend your
territory. we have a ton of things to do this year and i hope to see some of your

ideas for new robot designs too. the odin warriors have announced their
independence and kick-started a civil war, each of the major factions has been hard
at work on a different part of their space ships. now it's time to see what they can

produce! 2017 has been a great year for local multiplayer. catastronauts is
overcooked in space, pummel party is mario party with guns, aqua lungers is a mix

between cooperation and competition, laser league is an addictive sports game,
grabity is physics deathmatch fun, headsnatchers is friendship-ruining brawling and
nippon marathon is just crazy. i hope nothing new arrives in 2018, we have enough
on our plate already! youre a brave ‘space ranger’ charged with saving the planet
from alien over-lords. if youre up to the task, then youll need to coordinate with
your friends and battle it out against the enemy fleet as you progress through a

series of testing stages. but you know what they say- every move counts! if youre
keen to try out catastronauts for yourself, then head over to steam and add it to

your wishlist. and if you like what you see, you can help us by supporting
catastronauts here on our website . we strive to create a meaningful and lasting

legacy for those who enjoy our games. catastronauts is a cooperative local 4 player
co-operative team-based game where up to four friends work together to defeat

enemy ships before their own ship is taken down. 5ec8ef588b
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